
May 12: Mothers’ Day 
 
by Andrew Hamilton 
 

When I was a child 
we did not 
celebrate Mother’s 
Day. My mother, 
who believed 
strongly in Saints 
Days, thought 
Mother’s Day a 
new-fangled trick 
by American 
Department Stores 
to wangle money 
out of families.  

 
She may also secretly have thought that one day out of 365 - and 366 each leap year - was a 
poor return for what mothers gave of themselves, their time and their labour. 
 However that may be, the day does give us the opportunity to thank our mothers and to 
reflect on the distinctive contribution that mothers make to society through their care of their 
children. The day forms a triptych with Father’s Day and Family Day in expressing gratitude to 
people who shape our lives as children. Each of these days celebrates relationships that bless us 
as human beings. 
 Mother’s Day points to the importance of being there and being well disposed in 
relationships, even if these qualities are often devalued.  A mother’s disposition and behaviour 
during pregnancy and the first months after birth contributes to the health and happiness of the 
growing child. Basic trust and security develop in this time. The subsequent relationship with the 
mother, or with the person who offers encouragement and nurturing, also help shape the basic 
dispositions of the child in adulthood. The lasting importance of mothers is brought out in times 
of desolation - in war or in detention centres, for example - many adults cry out at night for their 
mothers. 
 For that reason Mother’s Day is not simply a celebration for the family but for society. It 
is a chance for society to recognise the importance of mothers and to honour and facilitate their 
contribution. This poses a dilemma today because the premise on which our economy is built is 
that people are valued by the economic contribution they make to society, and so are expected 
to work in the market. But no value is put on the mother’s contribution at home. This puts a 
heavy burden on single mothers, who are often already burdened by not being able to share the 
care and nurturing of young children with partners, and who also often lack financial resources. 
They are often regarded in society as second class citizens instead of being admired for their 
generosity and so receiving help to discharge their responsibilities. 
 At Jesuit Social Services we often meet vulnerable young people who have been deprived 
of a caring mother early in their lives. We meet others who have been taken from their homes 
and confined in justice centres. Their lives are marked by this deprivation, and our own work lies 
in accompanying them building the trust in themselves and others they have never had. We 



know what a difference that adequate support for their mothers and carers in their early years 
might have made. 
 Mother’s Day is a day to thank our own mothers and to acknowledge the debt we all owe 
to people who accept the responsibility of mothering. It is also a time for asking how as a society 
we can encourage mothering.  
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